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Abstract
We present two novel rehabilitation robots for stroke patients. For lower limb
stroke rehabilitation, we present a novel self-aligning exoskeleton for the knee jo-
int. The primal novelty of the design originates from its kinematic structure that
allows translational movements of the knee joint on the sagittal plane along with
the knee rotation. Automatically adjusting its joint axes, the exoskeleton enables
a perfect match between human joint axes and the device axes. Thanks to this
feature, the knee exoskeleton is not only capable of guaranteeing ergonomy and
comfort throughout the therapy, but also extends the usable range of motion for
the knee joint. Moreover, this adjustability feature significantly shortens the setup
time required to attach the patient to the robot, allowing more effective time be
spend on exercises instead of wasting it for adjustments. We have implemented an
impedance-type concept of the knee exoskeleton, experimentally characterized its
closed-loop performance and demonstrated ergonomy and useability of this device
through human subject experiments.
To administer table top exercises during upper limb stroke rehabilitation, we
present a novel Mecanum-wheeled holonomic mobile rehabilitation robot for home
therapy. The device can move/rotate independently on its unlimited planar works-
pace to provide assistance to patients. We have implemented two different concepts
of holonomic mobile platform based on different actuation and sensing principles:
an admittance-type mobile robot and a mobile platform with series elastic actuat-
ion. The admittance-type robot is integrated with virtual reality simulations and
can assist patients through virtual tunnels designed around nominal task trajecto-
ries. The holonomic platform with series elastic actuation eliminates the need for
costly force sensors and enables implementation of closed loop force control with
higher controller gains, providing robustness against imperfections in the power
transmission and allowing lower cost drive components to be utilized. For contour
following tasks with the holonomic platforms, we have synthesized passive veloc-
ity field controllers (PVFC) that ensure coordination and synchronization between
various degrees of freedom of the patient arm, while letting patients to complete
the task at their own preferred pace. PVFC not only minimizes the contour error
but also ensures coupled stability of the human-in-the-loop system.
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Özetçe
Bu tezde inme hastaları için iki yeni rehabilitasyon robotu sunuyoruz. Alt-
ekstrimite inme rehabilitasyonunda diz eklemi için kendiliğinden hizalanabilen bir
dış-iskelet sunmaktayız. Tasarımın ana yeniliği sajital düzlemde dönme hareketler-
iyle beraber öteleme hareketlerini de gerçekleştirebilmeye olanak tanıyan kinematik
yapısından kaynaklanmaktadır. Kendiliğinden hizalanabilme özelliği insan ve robot
eklemleri arasında kusursuz bir uyum sağlamaktdır. Bu özellik sayesinde diz dış-
iskeleti, terapi süresince ergonomi ve konfor sağlamanın yanı sıra diz ekleminin
kullanılabilir hareket alanını da arttırmaktadır. Ayrıca, kendiliğinden hizalanab-
ilme özelliği terapi öncesi hastayı robota bağlamak için harcanan kurulum süresini
kısaltmakta ve terapi süresinden daha fazla verim alınmasına olanak tanımaktadır.
Sunulan diz dış-iskeletini empedans-tipi kavramı ile birleştirdik ve kapalı-döngü
performansını deneysel olarak karaterize ettik. Robotun ergonomisini ve işlevsell-
iğini insan deneyleri üzerinden gösterdik.
Üst-ekstrimite inme rehabilitasyonu için masa üzeri hareketlerini ev ortamında
yapabilmeyi sağlayan Mecanum tekerlekli holonomik, gezgin bir platform sunmak-
tayız. Cihaz limitsiz çalışma alanında dönme ve ilerleme hareketlerini bağımsız ola-
rak yapabilmekte ve hastaya destekleyici kuvvetler uygulayabilmektedir. Robotun,
admitans tipi ve seri-elastik eyleyiciye sahip olmak üzere, farklı çalıştırılma tekn-
iklerine dayanan iki ayrı tasarım kavramını ürettik. Admitans tipi robotu hastaya
destek verebilen, sanal tünellere dayalı sanal gerçeklik uygulamaları ile birleştir-
dik. Seri-elastik eyleyiciye sahip holonomik platform tasarımı ile yüksek maliyetli
kuvvet sensörlerine olan ihtiyacı ortadan kaldırıp robot üzerinde yüksek kazanıma
sahip kapalı döngü kuvvet kontrolü uygulanabilmesini mümkün kıldık. Bu sayede
güç aktarım elemanlarında olabilecek mekanik hatalara karşı gürbüzlük sağlayıp
düşük maliyetli parça kullanımına imkan verdik.
Holonomik platforma rota takip etme uygulamaları için koordinasyon ve senk-
ronizasyonu sağlarken hastanın uygulamayı kendi temposu içerisinde tamamlamas-
ına olanak tanıyan pasif hız alanı kontrolörü (PVFC) sentezledik. PVFC rota hata-
larını küçültmenin yanı sıra döngü içerisinde insan olan sistemlerin kararlı olmasını
da garantilemektedir.
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Chapter I
1 Introduction
We start by motivating robot assisted rehabilitation for treatment of stroke
patients. Then, robotic devices developed for upper and lower limb stroke
rehabilitation are discussed. The introduction continues by detailing the
contributions of the thesis and concludes with the outline.
1.1 Motivation
In this section, stroke rehabilitation and its burden on both therapists and
economy are discussed and main notions of upper and lower limb rehabilita-
tion are presented.
1.1.1 Stroke Rehabilitation
Neurological injuries are the leading cause of serious, long-term disability [1].
Each year about 15 million people suffer a stroke. According to the National
Stroke Association of US, the estimated the cost per patient, in the first 3
months of treatment is about 15 thousands U.S dollars, although for 10% of
cases cost are higher than 35 thousand U.S dollars [2]. The situation gets
even more serious with the ageing of the population, in particular, in the
EU countries and Japan. Physical rehabilitation therapy is indispensable for
treating neurological disabilities.
The notion of physical therapies differs with the body part that is in
consideration. As an example, targeted joint exercises are more emphasized
during the lower limb therapies, since natural gait movements can only be
realized with proper motion of the joints. All the joints of the lower limb
have complex structures. In particular, hip, knee and ankle all possess more
than one degree of freedom (DoF). In order to sustain a natural gait, the
therapeutic exercises for these joints should allow for the movements along
each natural DoF. On the other hand, during therapy sessions for the upper
limb rehabilitation, reaching exercises, such as pick and place tasks, are more
commonly administered. During these exercises, resulting movements in the
task space become more emphasized, compared to the isolated movement of
each joint.
Lower Limb Rehabilitation
It is well recognized in the biomechanics literature that many of the human
joints have complex movements, such that rotations of the joints are strongly
coupled with the translation of the rotation axes. Unfortunately, many of the
existing rehabilitation robots neglect this coupling and model human joints
as a collection of simple hinges with pure rotary movements. One of the
recent trends in the design of rehabilitation robots, especially for exoskeleton-
types, is to accommodate complex movements of the joints [3, 4]. Although
the robot assisted rehabilitation for lower limbs has been well studied, the
complex movements of the joints have not been considered in detail. In
this thesis, the joint alignment problem for the knee joint is identified and
a solution for the proper alignment of the knee joint with the robot axes is
presented.
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Upper Limb Rehabilitation
The exercises used during the upper limb rehabilitation with robot assistance
usually aims to increase the effective range of motion of the patient arm. An
effective way of increasing the range of motion is to administer reaching
motions to the patient. The human arm is capable of realizing motions in
a six dimensional space: three DoF translations and three DoF rotations.
However, many practical task in our daily lives require reaching movements
on a plane. As a result, table top exercises, during which the weight of
the arm is supported by the planar constraint, are widely administered as
upper limb rehabilitation exercises. In this thesis, an active robotic device is
designed and implemented for providing assistance to stroke patients while
performing table top reaching exercises.
1.2 Robot Assistance for Stroke Therapy
Physical therapy is an indispensable element in treating disabilities secondary
to neurological disorders. Treatment is more effective when exercises are
repetitive [5], intense [6], long term [7] and task specific [8]. On the other
hand, such therapies are costly due to large amount of manual labor neces-
sary to implement them. Use of robotic devices in assistance of repetitive
and physically involved rehabilitation exercises decrease the physical bur-
den of therapists, while also significantly reducing the application related
costs. Moreover, robot-mediated rehabilitation therapy allows quantitative
measurements of patient progress, guarantees patient safety, and increase
accuracy of tasks with high repetitions, and can be utilized to realize cus-
tomized, interactive treatment protocols. Effectiveness of robotic rehabili-
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tation for treatment of neurological injuries has been demonstrated through
many clinical trials [9–12].
Over the last decade, research on rehabilitation robots has primarily
focused on enabling active involvement of the patients by designing back-
driveable robots [13, 14] and deriving control algorithms that assist patients
only as much as needed [15,16]. To this end, the transition from highly rigid
continuous passive motion devices [17, 18] to back-driveable robots with ad-
justable impedances [19, 20] and from position control algorithms in which
the patient is viewed as a disturbance to shared control approaches that
promote active involvement of patients [21, 22] have significantly increased
efficacy of robot assisted therapies.
The rehabilitation robots used in clinical therapy can be loosely cate-
gorized into two: lower limb rehabilitation robots and upper rehabilitation
limb robots. The primary aim of lower limb rehabilitation robots is to help
patients regain their locomotion capabilities, while upper limb rehabilitation
robots focus helping patients regain stable reaching movements.
1.2.1 Lower Limb Rehabilitation Robots
The design of robotic systems for lower limb rehabilitation is an attractive
research area since the human biomechanics during gait cycle posses complex
motions. There have been successful implementations of full leg exoskeletons
for lower limb rehabilitation and even commercial devices exist as in Fig-
ure 1.2.1. Most well-known of these devices, Lokomat [23, 24], employs a
DC motor driven simple revolute joint at its knee joint. Another well known
gait rehabilitation robot, LOPES gait trainer [25], utilizes series elasticity to
measure forces acting on the knee joint but still models the kinematics of
4
human knee as a pure rotary motion. The ERF knee [26], a joint specific,
portable mechanisms for knee exercises, is based on an electro-rheological
fluid rotary actuator which also employs a simple hinge model for the knee.
In order to implement natural feeling gait movements, the joint axes of ex-
oskeletons should perfectly correspond with the human joint. The lower limb
exoskeletons mentioned above have proper mechanisms that enable such a
correspondence with the hip joint. However, all these robots model knee
joint as simple hinge joint, neglecting the complex movement of the knee
goes through during a gait cycle. The problems of modeling the knee joint
Figure 1.1: Lower limb rehabilitation robots: Lokomat, Lopes and ERF knee
respectively
as a simple revolute joint have been revised much earlier in the design of
prosthetic and orthotics devices. Unlike the case with the active rehabilita-
tion robots, the complex movement of the knee is widely acknowledged in
this field and such movements have already been integrated in the design of
most prosthetics and orthotics devices. For instance, the Jaipur knee [27], a
knee prosthesis designed for amputees, mimics the movements of human knee
by changing its center of rotation during movement. Similarly, in [28] self-
adjusting orthoses has been proposed for rehabilitation of knee joint. Note
that prosthetics and orthotics devices are passive; hence, cannot be used to
assist patients to complete rehabilitation exercises.
Even though movement of complex joints have been intensely studied in
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the biomechanics literature, design of rehabilitation robots that enable such
movements is a recent challenge. In the rehabilitation robotic literature,
complex movements of the knee joint have not been addressed; however, there
exist recent studies that focus on rehabilitation of other complex joints, such
as the shoulder joint. These studies are briefly reviewed in the next section.
Robotic Rehabilitation of Complex Joints
An exoskeleton-type rehabilitation robot should fully correspond with the
movements of human joint to sustain uncompensated, natural feeling, er-
gonomic movements. In the literature, the importance of the joint corre-
spondence, to sustain ergonomy, has been first noticed for the design of the
shoulder joint as the center of rotation of the shoulder joint changes signifi-
cantly during arm movements. The need for extra degrees of freedom (DoF)
has been first proposed in [29]. Later, a fully articulated passive shoulder
mechanism has been introduced in [3]. Translational movements of the shoul-
der joint has been addressed for actuated full arm exoskeletons in [30]. The
upper-arm exoskeleton ARMin I [31] has been reported to be uncomfortable
with limited useable range, since this exoskeleton is based on simplified model
of the five DoF shoulder; a model that views shoulder as a simple spherical
joint. As a result, in [32, 33] enhanced versions of ARMin have been pro-
posed the provide better approximations to the coupled movement of the
shoulder joint. Coupled motion of the shoulder joint is also addressed in [34]
by utilizing high DoF devices and in [4] by using self-aligning mechanisms.
As in the case with the shoulder joint, the knee is a complex joint with
theoretically up to 6 DoF. On the other hand, biomedical studies indicate
that important components of the movement take place in the sagittal plane
6
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Figure 1.2: A schematic representation of sagittal plane anterior-posterior
translation during flexion/extension movement of the knee joint
while out of plane the movements of the knee are mostly constrained with
bony and ligamentous structures [35] and can be neglected. On the sagittal
plane, the rotation axis of the knee joint translates significantly during knee
flexion and extension. The translation of the joint axis, called anterior-
posterior translations, is depicted in Figure 1.2. The kinematic models of the
knee as well as experimental data suggest that the magnitude of anterior-
posterior translations can exceed 19 mm for a healthy human [36]. The
amount of translation changes with flexion and extension angle and is unique
to every individual, since it strongly depends on the size and orientation
of the bones and the shape of articulated surfaces. Moreover, in practice,
the alignment of human joint with robot axis cannot be handled precisely,
since the exact joint center of human cannot be determined from outside the
body [4].
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Proposed Knee Exoskeleton
In the thesis, a self-adjusting knee exoskeleton for robot-assisted treatment
of knee injuries is presented. The primal novelty of the proposed device
originates from its kinematic structure that allows translational movements
of the knee joint on the sagittal plane along with the knee rotation. The
elastic attachment part of the robot enables passive knee internal/external
rotations, enabling a perfect match between human joint axes and the device
axes. Automatically adjusting its joint axes, the proposed device is not only
capable of guaranteeing ergonomy and comfort throughout the therapy, but
also extends the usable (comfortable) range of motion for the knee joint.
Moreover, adjustability feature significantly shortens the setup time required
to attach the patient to the robot, allowing more effective time be spend
on exercises instead of wasting it for adjustments. The proposed system is
different from the similar works in literature in that it supports both passive
translational movements of the knee joint and independent active control of
these degrees of freedom. Sustaining active and passive alignment of the knee
joint increases the number of applicable therapy protocols. In particular, the
therapist can impose sessions involving the control knee flexion/extension
movements by letting the knee to adjust the remaining DoF passively. In the
case of ligamentous structure injuries, the robot can apply active alignment
of the inherently passive movements of the knee to enforce and support the
natural movement trajectories of the joint.
1.2.2 Upper Limb Rehabilitation Robots
Robots designed for upper limb rehabilitation can be loosely categorized into
two as exoskeleton and end-effector type devices. Exoskeleton type robots
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correspond with human joints; therefore, are effective in delivering specific
joint therapies. In particular, exoskeletons are capable of applying controlled
torques to individual joints and measuring the movements of specific joints
decoupled from movements of other joints. Many successful implementations
of exoskeleton type upper limb rehabilitation robots have been developed in
the literature, including [33,37–40]. In spite of the advantages of exoskeleton
type robots, utilization of these devices are not always feasible, since due to
inherent mechanical complexity in their designs, exoskeleton robots are very
expensive. The end-effector type upper limb rehabilitation robots can be fur-
ther categorized into two as fixed based and mobile upper limb rehabilitation
robots.
Fixed Based Upper Limb Rehabilitation Robots
End-effector type rehabilitation robots do not correspond with human joints,
but administer controlled therapeutic movements at the end-effector of the
device, where the human is attached. Therefore, without external restraints
on the joints, joint specific therapies are not achievable by such mechanisms.
However, end-effector type robots are advantageous thanks to their sim-
ple kinematic structure and low cost. Moreover, many of these devices are
portable and suitable for home based therapy. With respect to their porta-
bility characteristics, end-effector type rehabilitation robots can further be
categorized into fixed-base and mobile devices. A well-known example of
fixed-base robots is the MIT-Manus [41], seen in Figure 1.2.2. MIT-Manus
is an impedance-type robot that possesses two grounded direct-drive motors
to provide torques to assist or resist patient movements. Another example
of fixed-base devices is Gentle/s [42], which uses an admittance-type robot
9
Figure 1.3: Fixed based upper limb rehabilitation robots: MIT-Manus and
Gentle/s respectively
(HapticMaster) [43] along with a gimbal mechanism to connect to the human
wrist. Reha-Slide is another fixed base device which is designed to adminis-
ter resistive movement therapies [44]. Even though fixed-based end-effector
type rehabilitation robots have been shown to be effective in delivering ther-
apies in a clinical setting, their adaptation for home-based therapy is not
very feasible.
Mobile Upper Limb Rehabilitation Robots
In contrast to the fixed-base devices, rehabilitation robots based on mobile
platforms can be designed to be light and compact; therefore, such devices
hold high promise for enabling home based robotic therapy. Since these de-
vices can be implemented with much lower manufacturing costs, their wide-
spread availability becomes feasible. Several low-cost, home-based rehabili-
tation robots have been designed in the literature. A well-known low-cost,
mobile device is the arm skate [45], seen in Figure 1.2.2, which is a passive
device equipped with reed-relays and magnets. In this robot, reed relays are
utilized to link objects defined in a virtual environment with the physical
environment and to determine the robot position. A later implementation of
10
Figure 1.4: Mobile upper limb rehabilitation robots: Arm-skate, Rutgers arm
and system with Wii remote respectively
this robot excludes reed-relays in favor of electromagnetic brakes to provide
resistance to the patients whenever required [46]. Another example of low-
cost table-top devices is the Rutgers Arm II [47], a mobile device that uses
teflon balls to slide over a table. In order to provide assistance or resistance
to the patient, the table is manually tilted to employ gravity to provide the
required power. Unfortunately, manual use of gravity field restricts the avail-
able assistance/resistance that can be provided to a very limited spectrum.
Other low-cost systems include use of Wii remote and infrared cameras along
with virtual reality games, such as pick-and-place tasks [48].
Proposed Mobile Platform
In this thesis, we propose utilizing a holonomic mobile platform to admin-
ister therapeutic table-top exercises to patients who have suffered injuries
that affect the function of their upper extremities. In particular, we intro-
duce the design of a Mecanum-wheeled mobile robot, present its analysis,
admittance control and passive path tracking control. We also integrate our
platform with a virtual pick-and-place task and implement of virtual tunnels
with assistive/resistive force fields along the desired path of the patient. Un-
like the other therapeutic mobile devices that can only sustain passive and
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resistive modes, the proposed holonomic mobile platform is an active reha-
bilitation device aimed for home therapy. Utilization of an active device is
advantageous over its passive counterparts, since it allows for patients with
limited upper limbs movements to be included in the robotic therapy pro-
gram. Moreover, since the device can guide patients towards the clinically
preferred movement patterns, it can improve accuracy of movement therapy
and increase efficacy of rehabilitation protocols. The mobile platform can
also be used as a measurement device, to characterize the range of motion
and the isometric strength of the injured arm. Finally, the device can provide
adaptive assistance to patients based on their task performance. Two ver-
sions of the holonomic mobile platform are implemented. In the first version,
the robot is designed to have a symmetric structure and is equipped with a
high fidelity force/torque sensor. The second prototype features series elastic
actuation for backdriveability and is equipped with optical flow sensors to
compensate for wheel slip during localization.
12
1.3 Contributions
• We have designed a novel self-aligning knee exoskeleton that allows
translational movements of the knee joint on the sagittal plane along
with the knee rotation.
– Self-alignment feature guarantees perfect match between human
joint axes and the device axes ensuring ergonomy and comfort
throughout the therapy. This feature also significantly shortens
the setup time required to attach the patient to the exoskeleton,
allowing more effective time be spend on exercises instead of wast-
ing it for adjustments.
• We have developed four conceptual designs for the knee exoskeleton
based on different actuation and sensing principles: an impedance type
concept, an admittance type concept with built-in force/torque sensing,
a concept with series elastic actuation and a concept with variable
stiffness actuation.
– The impedance type concept relies on high-backdriveability and
low apparent inertia of of the device to estimate output forces
from applied motor torques, whereas the admittance type concept
with built-in force/torque sensing uses sensor data to administer
closed loop force control. The concept with series elastic actuation
eliminates the need for costly force sensors, while the concept with
variable stiffness actuation can control the mechanical stiffness of
the end-effector independent from its configuration.
– We have implemented the impedance type concept, derived its
kinematic and dynamic models, and controlled the prototype un-
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der open-loop impedance control. We have also experimentally
characterized the performance of the knee exoskeleton and demon-
strated ergonomy and useability of the device through human sub-
ject experiments.
• We have designed a novel Mecanum wheeled, admittance type, holo-
nomic mobile rehabilitation robot for home therapy to administer table
top exercises.
– The choice of a mobile platform provides an unlimited planar
workspace, while holonomic kinematics ensures that the robot can
move/rotate independently on the plane to provide assistance to
the patient.
• We have presented two different conceptual designs of holonomic mo-
bile platform based on different actuation and sensing principles: an
admittance type concept and a concept with series elastic actuation.
– We have implemented the admittance type concept utilizing a
force/torque sensor and synthesized an admittance controller for
this design to ensure backdriveability under active control. We
have integrated the admittance controller with virtual reality sim-
ulations and implemented virtual tunnels around nominal task tra-
jectories such that the robot can impose assistive/ressistive forces
to the patient.
– We have also implemented holonomic platform with series elastic
actuation. The use of series elastic actuation eliminates the need
for costly force sensors and enables implementation of closed loop
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force control with higher controller gains, providing robustness
against imperfections in the power transmission and allowing lower
cost drive components to be utilized. This design is instrumented
with optical flow sensors in addition to motor encoders, which
enables (partial) compensation of the localization errors due to
wheel slip.
• We have synthesized a passive velocity field controller (PVFC) for the
holonomic platforms to provide assistance to the patients, such that
the mobile platform follows a desired velocity field asymptotically while
maintaining passivity with respect to external applied force/torque in-
puts.
– PVFC is particularly suited for rehabilitation robotics, since this
contour tracking controller ensures coordination and synchroniza-
tion between various degrees of freedom, while letting patients to
complete the task at their own preferred pace. Moreover, this
method not only minimizes the contour error but also renders
the closed loop system passive with respect to externally applied
forces, ensuring coupled stability of the overall human-in-the-loop
system.
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1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. The design of rehabilitation robots for
both upper and lower limb are discussed and design decisions are detailed in
Chapter II. In particular, Section 2.1 discusses design criteria for rehabilita-
tion robots for both upper and lower limbs, while Section 2.2 gives a brief
explanation for the type selection of the robots. Section 2.3 discusses the con-
ceptual designs developed based on different actuation and sensing principles.
The kinematics of the robots are derived in Section 2.4 and the dynamic of
the robots are modelled in Section 2.5. In Chapter III, the implementation
of the robots are presented, detailing manufacturing methods and selection
of sensors, actuators, and transmission elements. Chapter IV presents the
controller synthesis for both robots, while the experimental characterization
results are listed in Section 4.3. Chapter V concludes the thesis and gives a
brief description of the planned future works, including clinical trials.
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Chapter II
2 Design of Rehabilitation Robots
In this chapter, we present the design of rehabilitation robots by introducing
design criteria and detailing kinematic type selection. Several conceptual
designs for the robots are presented, and kinematic and dynamic analysis
are given.
2.1 Design Criteria
Following the terminology of Merlet [49], one can categorize the performance
requirements of a mechanism into four distinct groups: Imperative require-
ments that must be satisfied for any design solution, optimal requirements
for which a performance index must be maximized, primary requirements
which take place in the specifications but can be relaxed to some extent to
ensure a feasible solution, and secondary requirements which do not appear
in the specifications but can be utilized to help decide among multiple solu-
tions. Ensuring the safety and complying with the ergonomic needs of the
patient are two imperative design requirements every rehabilitation robot
must satisfy. Safety is typically assured by the selection of back-drivable ac-
tuation and power transmission, and with force/torque limits implemented in
software, while predetermined ergonomic workspace volumes are imposed at
the kinematic synthesis level. The absence of singularities in the workspace
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is another imperative design requirement that ensures the forward and in-
verse kinematics of the robot can be solved uniquely at each point within the
workspace. The optimal requirements for rehabilitation robots are gener-
ally imposed to improve kinematic isotropy and actuator utility. Specifically,
to achieve high force bandwidths and a uniform “feel”, kinematic/dynamic
isotropy and stiffness of the robot have to be maximized while its apparent
inertia is being minimized.
A common primary requirement is the workspace volume index [49], the
ratio between the workspace volume and the volume of the robot. Even
though predetermined workspace volumes are generally imposed as impera-
tive requirements, a large workspace volume index is still desired to reduce
the collisions of the device with the operator or the environment. The foot-
print area is yet another primary requirement commonly imposed during de-
sign. Finally, the secondary requirements include low backlash, low-friction,
high back-driveability, and low manufacturing costs. Friction, backlash, and
backdriveability are mainly influenced by the selection of the actuators and
the transmission, while choice of materials and link lengths may have an
influence on manufacturing costs.
2.1.1 Lower Limb Rehabilitation Robot
The imperative requirements for knee exoskeleton include safety and ergon-
omy since it is designed for robotic rehabilitation. In order to achieve safety,
the knee robot should feature a backdriveable design to ensure safety even if
power losses occur. The transmission ratio for the knee robot should be kept
relatively low, not to severely effect backdriveability. To achieve ergonomy,
exoskeleton should comfortably attach to patient. Moreover, for comfort-
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able therapy sessions, the axes of rotation of the exoskeleton joints should
perfectly correspond to the center of rotation of the knee. Knee is a com-
plex joint whose center of rotation changes significantly in the sagittal plane
during extension/flexion movements. Similar to other joints in human body,
the center of rotation of the knee joint is also hard to locate, since the skin
covers the joint. As a result, tracking the exact location of the center of knee
joint by just observation is almost impossible. The joint misalignment can
cause discomfort, pain and can even inflict injuries to the joint; therefore,
sustaining joint alignment is another imperative design criteria to guarantee
comfort and ergonomy.
The optimal design requirement of the knee exoskeleton is the singularity-
free workspace of the robot. The workspace of the exoskeleton should cover
all the translational and rotational movements of the knee joint for a large
percentage of the population. Moreover, dexterity of the device within the
workspace should be kept high. The primary requirements for the knee ex-
oskeleton are symmetry of the workspace and the time it takes to wear the
device. Ease of attachment/detachment of the exoskeleton is important to
achieve efficient use of therapy time. Correspondingly, symmetric design is
necessary to enable fast and easy calibration of the robot, regardless of the
robot orientation.
The secondary requirements of the robot are low cost and low friction to
minimize the effects of unmodelled device dynamics.
2.1.2 Upper Limb Rehabilitation Robot
The imperative requirements for the upper limb rehabilitation robot are de-
termined as safety, ergonomy and singularity free workspace. To sustain
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safety, the robot should either be equipped with backdriveable actuation or
safety should be actively imposed by force/torque control architectures. To
ensure ergonomy and comfort, the upper limb rehabilitation robot should be
designed to carry the weight of the human arm. Singularity free workspace
is another imperative design requirement.
The optimal requirement for the upper limb rehabilitation robot is the
workspace volume. The robot should cover all the useful range of motion of
a healthy human.
The primary design requirements for the upper limb robot include low cost
and small robot footprint. Moreover, since the robot is aimed to be used as
a home therapy device, it should be available for large range of people with
various budget limitations. In order to achieve a small footprint, the length
of the robot should be kept just enough to place whole forearm and its width
should be sufficient to embed mechanical and electronic components.
The secondary design requirements for the upper limb rehabilitation robot
include low friction. The low friction is important to minimize the effects of
unknown device dynamics.
2.2 Kinematic Type Selection
This section details kinematic type selection for the lower limb and upper
limb rehabilitation robots.
2.2.1 Lower Limb Rehabilitation Robot
A 3-RRP mechanism is selected as the underlying kinematics for implementa-
tion of self-aligning knee joint, since this mechanism is capable of sustaining
all necessary movements to cover the complex motion of the knee joint. In
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particular, the 3-RRP planar parallel mechanism possesses three DoF, which
include two translations in the plane and one rotation about the perpendic-
ular axis. Thanks to its kinematic structure with close kinematic chains,
the 3-RRP mechanism features high bandwidth and position accuracy, when
compared with its serial counterparts. The 3-RRP mechanism is actuated
with three grounded motors, and the torque of all three motors are com-
bined to actuate rotation about the perpendicular axis. Hence, this mech-
anism allows high torques to be achieved for the knee by utilizing 3 lower
torque actuators. Moreover, even though all three disks on the 3-RRP mech-
anism are aligned, the mechanism does not have any singularities within its
workspace. The workspace of 3-RRP mechanism covers a large range of ro-
tations, which is necessary for implementation of a knee joint whose rotation
typically exceeds 90◦ during flexion and extension exercises.
2.2.2 Upper Limb Rehabilitation Robot
The proposed upper limb rehabilitation device is an end-effector type robot.
In particular, a holonomic mobile platform as shown in Figure 2.2 is selected
as the underlying kinematics of the device. The holonomic mobile platform
has an unlimited workspace; therefore, it can cover the whole range of motion
of all patients. The footprint of the robot is designed so that the forearm
and wrist can be conformably placed on the robot, relieving patients from
the burden of supporting the weight of their own arm. The mobile robot
is aimed to be used as a table top device and possesses three DoF, two
translational DoF in plane and one rotational DoF, to sustain all possible
planar movements. The mobile robot is chosen as of holonomic type, so
that all of its DoF can be independently controlled. Although only three
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Figure 2.1: Kinematics of the knee rehabilitation robot is selected as a 3-RRP
planar parallel mechanism.
actuators are sufficient to independently span all three DoF on a plane, the
mobile platform is designed to use four actuators. Redundant actuation is
preferred since it allows for lower power DC motors be utilized to achieve
high forces/torques outputs at the task space of the robot. Furthermore,
with a four wheeled design, the holonomic movement can be achieved using
Mecanum wheels – omni-directional wheels with 45◦ angled rollers that can
achieve enhanced traction and smoother motion. Evidence exist in literature
that Mecanum wheeled robots can handle slipping better than three wheeled
holonomic robot designs [50].
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Figure 2.2: A holonomic mobile platform with Mecanum wheels is utilized
to deliver table-top rehabilitation exercises.
2.3 Conceptual Designs
In this section, various conceptual designs for both upper limb and lower limb
rehabilitation robots are presented. Specifically, four conceptual designs for
the knee exoskeleton and two conceptual designs for the holonomic platform
are described.
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2.3.1 Knee Exoskeleton
Concept I: Impedance-Type Knee Exoskeleton
In the fist design concept, actuation and transmission of the exoskeleton are
selected to be backdriveable and the apparent inertia of the end effector is
kept low such that the interaction forces with the patient can be controlled
through open-loop impedance control. A sample design for impedance-type
concept is depicted in Figure 2.3. In this design, the backdriveability of power
transmission and low moving inertia not only enables high fidelity estimation
of task space forces from motor torques, but also ensures safety even in case
of a power loss. Moreover, impedance-type design features lower cost, since
no force sensor are required to control interaction forces.
Concept II: Knee Exoskeleton with Embedded Force/Torque Sens-
ing
Figure 2.4 presents a sample knee exoskeleton design with built in force/torue
sensing. One way of achieving closed-loop force/impedance control is attach-
ing a multi-axis force/torque (F/T) sensor to the robot end-effector. On the
other hand, thanks to the kinematics of the knee exoskeleton, other low-cost
solutions can also be implemented. Firstly, instead of utilizing a multi-axis
F/T sensor, low-cost, single-axis force and torque cells can be embedded to
the end-effector of the mechanism. One such implementation with three load
cells (one of which is redundant) and one torque cell embedded in the design
is depicted in Figure 2.4. Using the load cells attached to rigid links, the
task space forces acting on the robot can be easily estimated by calculating
the component of the force vector along each link, while the torque applied
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Figure 2.3: Solid model of an impedance-type 3-RRP knee exoskeleton.
to the the end effector can be measured directly using a torque cell.
Concept III: Series Elastic Knee Exoskeleton
Figure 2.6 presents a conceptual design of the knee exoskeleon with Series
Elastic Actuation (SEA). SEA is a relatively new concept that has emerged
approximately 15 years ago [51]. SEA concept has benefited many fileds of
robotics such as, exoskeleton design! [52, 53], prosthetics [54, 55] and legged
robot design [56, 57]. Control of interaction forces through series elastic ac-
tuation has certain advantages when compared to force control using force
sensors. During explicit force control inherent non-collocation of the force
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Torque Sensor
Force Beam
Figure 2.4: Knee exoskeleton with embedded force/torque sensing. Three
load cells and a torque cell are built into the end effector to measure applied
forces/torques.
sensor and the actuators (as shown in Figure 2.5) add additional dynamics
to the system, negatively affecting the stability of the overall system [58].
In particular, non-collocation introduces an upper limit on the loop gain.
Noting that the overall gain in the feedback loop is distributed between the
force sensor and controller and given the fact that a typical force sensor has
a stiffness in the order of 107N/m, the controller gains that cannot be set
high during explicit force control to preserve stability. Hence, disturbance
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rejection performance of explicit force controllers are typically very low. On
the other hand SEAs have much smaller stiffness (on average 103−104 times
lower than force sensors); therefore, systems utilizing SEA can implement
much faster control loops. Since the control loop gains can be increased, re-
sulting robustness allows lower cost actuators and transmission elements to
be utilized during implementation. Moreover, since expensive force sensors
can be replaced with digital position sensors while implementing SEAs and
implementation of SEAs are of lower cost. In particular, compliant element of
a SEA can be produced using low cost methods and materials, such as com-
pliant mechanisms based on laser cut metal plates, and end effector forces
can be determined by measuring the deflection of the compliant legs. How-
ever, due to intentionally added compliance, SEAs have limited bandwidth.
Moreover, force estimates are highly dependent on the characterization of
the stiffness of the compliant element.
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Figure 2.5: Inherent non-collocation between actuators and the force sensor
reduces stability of the system.
In the SEA concept depicted in Figure 2.6, a compliant element is placed
between the links and output of the 3-RRP mechanism and deflection of
this compliant mechanism is measured as a low-cost means of obtaining the
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forces and torques acting on the robot. In particular, the compliant body in
Figure 2.6 is designed as a compliant 3-RRR mechanism, since this mech-
anism allows translations in plane and a rotation along the perpendicular
axis. Therefore, by measuring the deflections of the compliant joints that
are attached to the fixed base, it is possible to estimate all the forces and
torques acting on the knee exoskeleton. In particular, the fixed frame of the
complaint mechanism is attached to the rigid links and the output of the
compliant joint is attached to the output of the 3-RRP mechanism. The
joints of the compliant mechanism are designed as hinge-notch joints. The
stiffness of the joints and the task space stiffness of the compliant mechanism
are derived analytically as described in [59]. Independent joint displacements
of the compliant mechanism can be measured using linear encoders and given
the joint stiffness, end-effector forces/torques can be estimated. The range
of the measured forces depends on the design of the compliant joint, while
the force resolution of the system depends on the encoder resolution.
Concept IV: Variable Impedance Knee Exoskeleton
While adding compliance to an actuator, different levels of stiffness are re-
quired for various interactions: Precise position control tasks with good dis-
turbance rejection characteristics require actuators with high stiffness, while
impacts can be better regulated using actuators with low stiffness. Therefore,
variable stiffness actuators (VSAs) have been introduced.
The most common approach to design of variable stiffness actuators is
inspired from human muscles and utilizes antagonistic actuation. In one way
of designing antagonistic actuators, two motors are connected to “spring like”
compliant elements and these compliant elements are connected to the out-
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Compliant SEA 
Figure 2.6: Knee exoskeleton with series elastic actuation. Deflections of the
compliant mechanism attached to the end effector are measured to estimate
forces/torques applied.
put link. The opposite movement of these two actuators creates compression
forces on one element and tension on the other. It has been shown in litera-
ture that if the force function of the springs are non-linear (in particular, if
it is quadratic), this conjugate actuator movement does not affect the con-
figuration of the output link position but changes its stiffness [60]. Similarly,
if both actuators move in the same direction, the configuration of the output
link is changed preserving its stiffness.
Implementation of variable stiffness actuators with the antagonistic ap-
proach have been studied by several groups. In particular, in [61] Bic-
chi et al. proposed a VSA actuator based on McKibben artificial muscles and
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further developed it in [62]. In [63], Migliore et al. introduced use of curvature
surfaces to create nonlinear spring elements. In [64], Yamaguchi et al. im-
plemented antagonistic joints in biped locomotion [64], while bidirectional
antagonistic joints were utilized by DLR in [65]. Figure 2.7 depicts one sam-
Non-linear
Impedance
Bowden Cable
Bowden Cable
Non-linear
Impedance
Actuator
Actuator
Figure 2.7: Knee exoskeleton with variable impedance antagonist actuation.
ple implementation of the variable impedance actuation for the self-aligning
joint mechanism. In this design, each of the three disks is composed of a
combination of sub-disks with special edges. The inner slots on the disks are
used for the attachment of two Bowden cables. Bowden cables are working
according to the antagonist principle and each cable can pull the disk up to
180◦. Bowden cables are attached to non-linear springs (or more generally
impedances) to enable mechanical variable impedance actuation.
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2.3.2 Holonomic Mobile Platform
Two conceptual designs are considered for the holonomic mobile platform.
The first design embeds a multi-axis force/torque sensor, while the second
one is based on series elastic actuation.
Concept I: Holonomic Mobile Platform with Force/Torque Sensor
The first conceptual design of the holonomic mobile platform is based on
a multi-axis force/torque sensor as shown in Figure 2.8. The force sensor
is used to achieve backdriveability of the platform under active control. In
particular, explicit force (admittance) controllers can be implemented to en-
sure the robot render desired forces to the patient. The proposed design has
symmetric actuator configurations. The robot uses motor encoders as posi-
tion sensors and a high fidelity force/torque sensor which is attached to the
robot from the kinematic center of the robot. The robot has shock spring
damper system to ensure contact of each wheel to the ground. Thanks to
the Mecanum wheels the robot can move and rotate independently in plane.
Unlike holonomic robots with omni wheels, Mecanum wheeled holonomic
robots uses four actuated wheels instead of three and the extra motor power
increases the task space forces that robot can render.
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Concept II: Holonomic Mobile Platform with Series Elastic Actu-
ation
The second conceptual design of the holonomic mobile platform utilizes SEA
instead of a multi-axis force/torque sensor. SEA not only allows for high-
fidelity estimation of interaction forces, but also allows for the use of lower
cost actuator and transmission components, thanks to higher controller gains.
As a result, the holonomic mobile platform with series elastic actuation has
much lower cost than the concept based on a multi-axis force sensor. Thanks
to its asymmetric actuator orientations, this concept has smaller dimensions.
This concept is also equipped with optical flow sensors to compensate for the
position errors due wheel slip, resulting in better local position estimation.
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2.4 Kinematics
In this section, the forward and inverse kinematics of the knee exoskeleton
and the holonomic mobile platform are derived analytically.
2.4.1 Kinematics of the Knee Exoskeleton
Both forward and inverse kinematics of the robot are derived at configuration
and motion levels, respectively.
N
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e3e
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v2
Figure 2.10: Solid model of the 3-RRP mechanism. Bodies, points, basis
vectors and variables used in kinematic analysis are marked on the figure.
The 3-RRP mechanism consists of five rigid bodies N, S, T, V and E. In
Figure 2.10, the point Z is fixed in E, point Q is fixed in body S, point P is
fixed in body T , point R is fixed in body V and point O is fixed in body N.
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Body N represents the fixed frame, bodies S, T and V have simple rotations
about point O with revolute joints and attached to the moving platform E
through revolute and prismatic joints which are collocated at points P, Q
and R, respectively. The common out of the plane unit vector is denoted by
−→
n3 and basis vectors of each body are indicated in Figure 2.10.
Dimensions of the mechanism are defined as follows: The fixed distance
OP is defined as l1, OQ is defined as l2 and OR is defined as l3, while the
distance ZP is defined as s1, ZQ is defined as s2 and ZR is defined as s3.
The angle between the line −→n1 and −→t1 vector is Cq1, the angle between −→n1 and
−→s1 is Cq2 and the angle between −→n1 and −→v1 is Cq3 where C is the transmission
ratio. All angles are positive when measured counter clockwise.
The inputs to the mechanism are set as the angles q1, q2 and q3 (i.e. the
links S, T and V are actuated) and their time derivatives. At the initial
configuration −→e1 vector is parallel to −→n1. The output of the system is defined
as the position of the end effector point Z, when measured from the fixed
point O and the orientation of body E, measured with respect to body N.
In particular, the scalar variables for outputs are defined as x = rOZ−→n1,
y = rOZ−→n2, and θ = atan2
(
−→e2
−→n2
−→e2
−→n2
)
, where rOZ is the distance between points
O and Z.
Configuration Level Kinematics
To ease calculations, three auxiliary reference frames, namely K, L and M
are defined such that
−→
k1 extends from Z to P ,
−→
l1 extends from Z to S and
−→m1 extends from Z to R, while
−→
k3 =
−→
l3 =
−→m3 = −→n3. Using the auxiliary
reference frames, the vector loop equations that govern the geometry of the
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mechanism can be expressed as
x · −→n1 + y · −→n2 + s1 ·
−→
k1 − l1 · −→t1 = −→0 (1)
x · −→n1 + y · −→n2 + s2 ·
−→
l1 − l2 · −→s1 = −→0 (2)
x · −→n1 + y · −→n2 + s3 · −→m1 − l3 · −→v1 = −→0 (3)
Expressing the vector loops in one of the frames (typically in N), these
vector equations yield 6 independent scalar equations, which form the base
for solution of configuration level kinematics.
Configuration Level Forward Kinematics
Three vector equations that are derived in the previous subsection yield to
six nonlinear scalar equations with six unknowns. Given q1, q2 and q3, solv-
ing these nonlinear equations analytically for x, y and θ (and intermediate
variables s1, s2 and s3) yields
x = − M√
(3)(K2 + L2)
(4)
y = c22 − K
L
c21 − KM√
(3)L(K2 + L2)
(5)
θ = tan−1(
K
L
) (6)
where
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K =c12 + c32 +
√
3c31 − 2c22 −
√
3c11
L =c11 + c31 +
√
3c12 − 2c21 −
√
3c32
M =L(L−
√
(3)K)c12 − L(K +
√
(3)L)c11
− (L−
√
(3)K)(Lc22 −Kc21)
and
c11 = l1cos(q1), c12 = l1sin(q1)
c21 = l2cos(q2), c22 = l2sin(q2)
c31 = l3cos(q3), c32 = l3sin(q3)
Configuration Level Inverse Kinematics
Given x, y and θ, the inverse kinematics problem can be solved analytically
for joint positions q1, q2 and q3 by using the vector cross product method
suggested by Chace [66] as
q1 = tan
−1(
M1
L1
) (7)
q2 = tan
−1(
M2
L2
) (8)
q3 = tan
−1(
M3
L3
) (9)
where
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K1 = x sin(θ +
pi
3
)− y cos(θ + pi
3
)
K2 = x sin(θ + pi)− y cos(θ + pi)
K3 = x sin(θ − pi
3
)− y cos(θ − pi
3
)
M1 = K1cos(θ +
pi
3
)−
√
(l21 −K21)sin(θ +
pi
3
)
L1 = −K1sin(θ + pi
3
)−
√
(l21 −K21 )cos(θ +
pi
3
)
M2 = K2cos(θ + pi)−
√
(l22 −K22 )sin(θ + pi)
L2 = −K2sin(θ + pi)−
√
(l22 −K22 )cos(θ + pi)
M3 = K3cos(θ − pi
3
)−
√
(l23 −K23)sin(θ −
pi
3
)
L3 = −K3sin(θ − pi
3
)−
√
(l23 −K23)cos(θ −
pi
3
)
Motion Level Kinematics
Motion level kinematic equations are derived by taking the time derivative
of the vector loop equations derived configuration level kinematics. Six inde-
pendent scalar equations can be obtained by projecting the vector equations
onto the −→n1 and −→n2 unit vectors.
Motion Level Forward Kinematics
Given actuator velocities q˙1, q˙2 and q˙3, motion level forward kinematics prob-
lem can be solved for end-effector velocities x˙, y˙ and θ˙ (along with interme-
diate variables s˙1 s˙2 and s˙3) as
X˙1 = A
−1
1 B1 (10)
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where
A1 =


1 0 −s1 sin(θ + pi3 ) cos(θ + pi3 ) 0 0
0 1 s1 cos(θ +
pi
3
) sin(θ + pi
3
) 0 0
1 0 −s2 sin(θ + pi) 0 cos(θ + pi) 0
0 1 s2 cos(θ + pi) 0 sin(θ + pi) 0
1 0 −s3 sin(θ − pi3 ) 0 0 cos(θ − pi3 )
0 1 s3 cos(θ − pi3 ) 0 0 sin(θ − pi3 )


while
X˙1 =


x˙
y˙
θ˙
s˙1
s˙2
s˙3


and B1 =


−l1q˙1 sin(q1)
l1q˙1 cos(q1)
−l2q˙2 sin(q2)
l2q˙2 cos(q2)
−l3q˙3 sin(q3)
l3q˙3 cos(q3)


Motion Level Inverse Kinematics
Given solution the motion level forward kinematics
For a motion level inverse kinematics problem end-effector velocities x˙,
y˙, θ˙ are given and it is expected to solve for actuator velocities q˙1, q˙2, q˙3
(and optionally s˙1, s˙2, s˙3). Again using the derived six linear equations six
unknowns are called for solution. Similarly problem is solved by matrix
40
calculation:
A2X˙2 = B2
X˙2 = A
−1
2 B2
The motion level inverse kinematics of the 3−RRP mechanism can easily be
found, once the motion level forward kinematics problem is solved, by simply
taking the inverse of A1 matrix derived in Equation 2.4.1.
2.4.2 Kinematics of the Holonomic Mobile Platform
The mobile robot presented in this study has three degrees of freedom in
its task space. On the other hand, the robot uses four wheels and their
corresponding actuators to sustain motions in the task space; therefore, the
mobile device is a redundant mechanism.
Figure 2.11 depicts the CAD model of the holonomic mobile platform, on
which important points, bodies and frames are marked. In particular, N rep-
resents the Newtonian reference frames, H denotes the holonomic platform,
Wi (i=1,..,4) are the wheels, while Si (i=1,..,4) denote the frames attached
to the rollers of the Mecanum wheels. Ho marks the geometric center of the
robot, while L is the vertical and T is the horizontal distance from Ho to the
geometric center of the wheels Wio, respectively.
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Let the velocity of the geometric center of the robot Ho with respect to
the ground N be defined as
N ~V H = Vx~n1 + Vy~n2 (11)
where Vx and Vy represent the magnitude of the velocities along ~n1 and ~n2
directions; and let the angular velocity of the robot with respect to the ground
be defined as
N~ωH = ω~n3 (12)
where ω denotes the magnitude of the angular velocity. Given the angular
velocity of each wheel Wi with respect to the robot base H as
H~ωWi = θ˙i ~ωi2 for i=1,..,4 (13)
where θ˙i is the magnitude of angular velocity of each wheel, the velocity of
the center of the rollers Sio in contact with the ground can be derived as
N ~V Sio = N ~V Ho + N~ωH × ~rHoWio + H~ωWi × ~rWioSio (14)
where ~rHoWio is the position vector from the center of robot to the center of
each wheel and ~rWioSio is the position vector from wheel center to contacting
roller center for each wheel. Assuming the rollers in contact with the ground
cannot slip sideways, the ~si2 components of the velocities
N ~V Sio are set to
zero as holonomic constraints restricting the motion of the robot as
N ~V Sio · ~si2 = 0 for i=1,..,4 (15)
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velocity of the contact point of rollers with respect to rollers centers are zero.
Therefore, the velocity of the contact point of each wheel, Pi, can be written
as;
4∑
i=1
N ~V Pi =
4∑
i=1
N ~V Si (16)
The rollers are modeled as purely rolling bodies; therefore, sliding is ne-
glected. For each of the contacting rollers two constraint equations can be
written.
N ~V Pi · ~Wi3 = 0
N ~V Pi · ~si3 = 0
(17)
Given these holonomic constraints, motion level inverse kinematics of the
mobile platform can be derived as


θ˙1
θ˙2
θ˙3
θ˙4


= J−1


V x
V y
ω

 (18)
with inverse Jacobian matrix J−1
J−1 =
1
R


1 −1 −(L+ T )
1 1 (L+ T )
1 1 −(L+ T )
1 −1 (L+ T )


(19)
where R denotes the radius of the wheels. Due to redundant actuation of
the robot, a solution to the motion level forward kinematics of the mobile
platform can be derived by taking the Moore-Penrose inverse of the Jacobian
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matrix as
J† = (JT × J)−1 × JT (20)
Then the velocity level forward kinematics matrix is derived as,
J† =
1 1 1 1
−1 1 1 −1
− 1
L+R
1
L+R
− 1
L+R
1
L+R
(21)
The derivation of the Jacobian and inverse Jacobian matrices are explained
in detail in [67].
2.5 Dynamics
2.5.1 Dynamics of the Knee Exoskeleton
The dynamic equations of knee exoskeleton is derived using Kane’s method [68].
The external forces/torques acting on the robot occur as a result of knee-
robot interaction namely, Fx, Fy, τz and the motor torques τi which are
actuating the input links. The actuated joints and the task space velocities
are used to select generalized speeds. Acceleration level kinematics of the
device is derived and partial velocities of the mass centers and force acting
points are formed in order to implement Kane’s method. Inertia of each mov-
ing parts of the robot is estimated using its CAD model. The equations of
motion of the robot are derived symbolically using computational techniques
and task space inertia, gravity and Coriolis terms are derived.
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2.5.2 Dynamics of the Mobile Platform
The dynamic equations governing the motion of the mobile robot is also
derived using Kane’s method [68]. The external forces/torques acting on the
robot are identified as the human forces Fx, Fy and torque τz at the end
effector and the motor torques τi at each wheel. Moreover, since wheels are
likely to slip along ~wi1 direction while the rollers may slip along ~si1 direction,
two distinct velocity dependent friction forces are considered to act at the
contact points of the rollers with the ground. If the wheels and rollers are
assumed not to slip, these forces drop from the resulting equations of motion,
since they chase to do work. To implement Kane’s method, acceleration level
kinematics of the device is derived and partial velocities of the mass centers
and force acting points are formed. Inertia of each component of the robot
is estimated using its CAD model. Finally, the equations of motion of the
robot are derived symbolically and task space inertia and Coriolis matrices
are determined.
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Chapter III
3 Implementation
This chapter presents the implementation details for prototypes of the knee
exoskeleton and the holonomic mobile platform.
3.1 Implementation of the Knee Exoskeleton
Figure 3.1 depicts the prototype of Concept I, impedance-type knee exoskele-
ton. In the figure, the output link of the robot, which connects the robot to
the lower leg, and the ground link, which is directly connected to upper leg,
are removed for a less occluded view of the mechanism. The complete assem-
bly of the exoskeleton, attached to a human subject is presented Figure 3.2.
The rings of the robot are manufactured from aluminum and each ring
is supported with three auxiliary parts with three ball shaped teflon rollers.
Belt drive transmission is utilized to transfer power from direct drive motors
to the rings. In the current implementation, the transmission ratio is set to
5.6. The belts are placed inside the rings, such that the actuators of the
robot can be located inside the rings, decreasing mechanism footprint.
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In contrast to direct drive actuation, belt drive provides torque amplifi-
cation while simultaneously enabling concentric placement of the three rings.
Belt drives are preferred due to their low cost and widespread availability in
various sizes and properties. The movements of the rings are transferred to
an upper planar plane by using aluminum links and these aluminum links
are merged with carbon fiber tubes via concentric revolute and prismatic
joints. Finally, the carbon fiber tubes, that enable a low weight and high
stiffness implementing of the end-effector, are connected to the end effector
of the robot with 120◦ angle between each tube. The exoskeleton is actuated
using direct-drive graphite-brushed DC motors that possess 180 mNm con-
tinuous torque output. The direct drive actuators are preferred since they
are highly back-driveable. Optical encoders attached to the motors have a
resolution of 2000 counts per revolution, under quadrature decoding. The
robot is designed to feature a symmetric structure, such that it possesses
high kinematic isotropy and can be applied to both left and right knees. The
first prototype of the robot has a large translational workspace, covering up
to 180 mm translations along x and y axes. The exoskeleton can also sustain
infinite rotations about the perpendicular axis.
3.2 Implementation of the Holonomic Platform
Both Concept I and Concept II are implemented for the holonomic mobile
platform. This section details both implementations.
3.2.1 Concept I: Holonomic Platform with F/T Sensor
The holonomic movement with the Mecanum wheels is achieved by installing
four wheels in a special order such that the rollers of first and fourth wheels
49
Figure 3.2: The isometric view of the exoskeleton prototype attached to knee.
and rollers of second and third wheels possess a 90◦ orientation difference
about the vertical axis. Since the robot is equipped with four wheels, the
design integrates a suspension system to ensure that all wheels are in contact
with the ground at all times. Specifically, the suspension springs are chosen
among the commercial suspension components for RC cars and have 10mm
stroke. The connection parts and upper body of the robot are manufactured
from aluminum. The actuators of the robot are chosen as brushed DC mo-
tors with 180mNm continuous torques. Belt driven transmission, with a
torque amplification gain of 3.5, is used for robot actuation. The robot has
dimensions of 340mm× 300mm× 85mm and weights approximately 5kg.
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The configuration of the robot is estimated through dead reckoning based
on 15bit encoders located at the motor axes. Even though the actuators are
back-driveable, the mobile robot is not, due to the constraints imposed by
Mecanum wheels. Therefore, the robot is equipped with a force sensor so
that back-driveability can be achieved through active control. In the current
prototype, a six DoF sensor is used such that all the forces/torques applied
by the patient can be evaluated to better guide to the patient.
Figure 3.3 presents the prototype of Concept I. Note that, this prototype
is implemented to evaluate the feasibility of the holonomic robot as a re-
habilitation device and to study its effectiveness for practical rehabilitation
tasks. Hence, laboratory-grade high accuracy components are used in this
prototype without much consideration of their cost.
3.2.2 Concept II: Holonomic Platform with SEA
As a second prototype, Concept II – holonomic mobile platform with SEA, is
implemented. This prototype address several problems that were identified
after the implementation of Concept I: i) large device footprint, ii) poor
localization performance under wheel slip, and iii) high-cost. In particular,
due to its symmetric design the first prototype has a large volume. Multi-axis
force torque sensor drastically increases the device cost. Localization solely
based in motor encoders is subject to high drift, errors due to slipping can
not be fully neglected. Moreover, since the robot kinematics are calculated
in the motion level, configuration of the robot can only be obtained via
numeric integration of its velocities. Noise is amplified during numerical
differentiation and drift is introduced during integration.
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The second prototype of the mobile platform, shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.4,
is designed to address the shortcomings of the first design. The footprint of
the robot is reduced by 43% with respect to the first prototype. Specifically,
the robot length is kept constant to locate the whole forearm while the robot
width is reduced to 160mm’s which is just enough to fit the forearm on top of
the robot. In parallel with the robot width, weight of the robot is decreased
to 4.2 kg. In order to achieve the reduced footprint area, the actuators are
placed asymmetrically, while keeping the wheel configurations symmetric.
Moreover, the robot is produced from high quality 7075 series aluminum to
increase robustness.
To improve localization performance, two optical flow sensors are placed
under the robot. Each sensor is capable of measuring position changes on
both x and y directions. Using two sensors, the rotation of the platform can
also be estimated. The optical flow sensors enable measurement of the task
space coordinates of the robot correctly even under wheel slip and increase
the accuracy of localization estimation.
Finally, the second prototype utilizes SEA, alleviating the need for a
high cost force sensor. To implement SEA, a compliant element based on a
compliant mechanism is introduced to the top of the mobile platform and its
deflections are measured using linear encoders. The implementation details
of the compliant mechanism is explained in Section 3.2.2.
The design of connecting parts that enable human arm attachment are
also modified in the second prototype. The new design enables the whole
forearm rest on the platform using elastic bandages. In addition the end
effector of the robot is moved to the front of the mechanism from the robot
center.
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Design of the Compliant Element of SEA
A 3 − RRR planar parallel compliant mechanism, shown in Figure 3.7, is
selected as the underlying kinematics of the compliant element. The ana-
lytic kinematic solution of the 3−RRR parallel planar mechanism is derived
as in [69]. The compliant mechanism is based on a monolithic design and
features notch hinge joints as shown in Figure 3.6. Task space stiffness and
maximum joint deflections of the compliant mechanism are derived follow-
ing [59]. In particular, the maximum deflection of the notch hinge joint is
analytically calculated as,
t
pR
Figure 3.6: CAD model of compliant notch-hinge joint used to implement
compliant 3− RRR mechanism
θmax =
3pi
4E
√
R
t
σmax (22)
where θmax is the maximum deflection angle, R is the radius of the joint, t is
the hinge width, E is the Young’s modulus and σmax is the maximum stress
of the selected material.
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The stiffness of each notch-hinge joint reads as,
Kjoint =
2Ep
9pi
√
t5
R
(23)
where Kjoint is the joint space stiffness, p is the depth of the joint.
Finally, the maximum task space stiffness of the compliant mechanism is
derived using maximum joint stiffness and motion level kinematic analysis of
the 3−RRR mechanism.
In particular, each joint is designed to have 2.84◦ maximum deflection
angle and 5.093Nm/rad joint stiffness. The joint deflections of the compliant
mechanism are measured using linear encoders with 500 counts per inches
resolution.
In order to find the task space stiffness of the compliant SEA mechanism,
the Jacobian matrix for measured and passive joints should be derived for
both active (measured) and passive joints. The Jacobian matrix can be
written explicitly as,

4xT
0

 =

JTa JTp
JCa JCp



4qa
4qp


where JTa is the Jacobian matrix for unconstrained measured joints, JTp
is the Jacobian matrix of unconstrained passive joints, JCa is the Jacobian
matrix for constrained measured joints and JCp is the Jacobian matrix for
constrained passive joints. In 3−RRR case, JTa is a 3×3 square matrix with
distinct eigenvalues, JTp is a 3×6 long matrix, JCa is a 6×3 long matrix and
JCp is a 6× 6 square matrix with distinct eigenvalues. Using these matrices
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the constrained Jacobian matrix is derived as,
4xT = (JTa − JTpJ−1Cp JCa)4qa
= JTcomp4qa
where JTcomp is the Jacobian matrix of the compliant mechanism. Once the
Jacobian matrix of the compliant mechanism is obtained, the task space
stiffness of can be derived as
KT = J
−T
Tcomp
(Kqa + J
T
Ca
J−TCp KqpJ
−1
Cp
JCa)J
−1
Tcomp
(24)
where KT is the task space stiffness matrix of the compliant mechanism, Kqa
and Kqp are the individual stiffness values of measured and passive joints and
equal to Kjoint since all joints are identical. Using the above equation the
task space stiffness values are derived as, 42N/mm along x and y directions
and 25Nm/rad about the rotational axis.
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Verification of Force Sensing based on Compliant Mechanism
In order to verify the force sensing fidelity of compliant element, a test-bed is
prepared such that force estimates of the compliant mechanism can be com-
pared to commercial 6 axis ATI Nano17 force/torque sensor.In particular, the
forces/troque applied to the compliant mechanism are estimated using end-
effector stiffness and measurements of the defection of the grounded links
of the compliant mechanism. Given the deflections of the grounded links,
the end-effector deflections are calculated using the forward kinematics. Fig-
ures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 present the measurements of the force sensor along
with the force estimates through the compliant element along x, y and θ
directions, respectively. Results indicate that force estimates through the
compliant element can track the applied forces quite well as long as the ap-
plied forces are below some threshold. When the forces are increased the
error in the force estimates increases. Such an error is expected, since the
analysis of the compliant mechanism strongly depends on the assumption of
small deflections.
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Figure 3.9: Experimental comparison of the applied and estimated forces
along the x-axis.
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Figure 3.10: Experimental comparison of the applied and estimated forces
along the y-axis.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental comparison of the applied and estimated torques.
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Chapter IV
4 Controller Synthesis, Characterization and
VR Integration
This chapter consists of three parts. In Section 4.1 controller synthesis for
the knee exoskeleton is presented. The controllers of the holonomic mobile
platform are detailed in Section 4.2. Finally, in Section 4.3 the experimental
characterization results are reported.
4.1 Control of the Knee Exoskeleton
This section presents impedance controller synthesis, verification of force
rendering fidelity and usability tests with human subject experiments for the
knee exoskeleton.
4.1.1 Impedance Controller
Thanks to the use of back-driveable and low inertia motors and utilization
of a low transmission ratio, the robot prototype is highly back-driveable.
As a result, it is possible to implement a model-based open-loop impedance
controller for the device to control interaction forces, alleviating the need
for force sensors. The overall control architecture used to control the device
is depicted in Figure 4.1. Note that to increase the fidelity of impedances
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rendered by the impedance controller, the end-effector can still be equipped
with a force/torque sensor enabling implementation of closed-loop impedance
control. However, such an implementation drastically increases the cost.
ROBOT
MODEL  BASED 
DISTURBANCE  ESTIMATOR
IMPEDANCE CONTROLLER 
REFERENCE
TRAJECTORY
GENERATOR
+
-+
-Z  (s)
M(q)q + C(q,q)q
+ N(q,q) = τ
... .
x
.
d
d
x
.
d
d
τ
dF τ
J
J
Τ q
.q
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the impedance control architecture
In Figure 4.1, q, q˙ represent the actual position and velocity of the joints,
x˙ and x˙d represent the actual and desired task space velocities, Fd denotes
desired forces acting on the robot, J is the robot Jacobian matrix, τ and τd
are the actual and desired actuator torques, M is the robot mass matrix, C
and Cˆ are the actual and modeled centrifugal and Coriolis matrices, N and
Nˆ are the actual and modeled gravity forces. uff is the feed-forward com-
pensation term from model-based disturbance estimator, while d represents
the physical disturbances acting on the system. In the control architecture,
the measured actuator velocities are multiplied with the Jacobian matrix and
the actual end-effector velocities are obtained. The difference of the actual
and desired end-effector velocities are fed to the impedance controller and
desired forces are calculated. Then, desired forces are multiplied with the
Jacobian transpose matrix and desired joint torques are obtained. The de-
sired joint torques are added with the feed-forward torques estimated using
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the dynamic model of the robot, that is, Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity
matrices. Since disturbances acting on the robot are physical and change
according to the environment, the total torque applied to the physical robot
includes these parasitic effects. If a force sensor is available to measure the
forces applied at end-effector, then the difference between the measured and
desired values of the forces can be fed to a force controller, implementing a
closed-loop controller.
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Figure 4.2: The path used to test position tracking performance is a simula-
tion of the tibial translation of the knee joint. In the desired path, the center
of knee joint translates up to 15mm during a 60◦ knee extension at 1Hz.
In order to verify the position tracking performance of the controller, a
possible trajectory for the knee joint is modeled. In particular, 60◦ rotation of
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the device is commanded simultaneously with a 15mm translation of the ro-
tation axis. The reference signal is commanded at a frequency of 1 Hz, which
ensures sufficiently fast movements for knee rehabilitation. Figure 4.2 depicts
the tracking performance of the controllers. For the experiment presented,
the RMS values of the tracking error are calculated as 1.8% in translation
and 7.5% in rotation.
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5
Figure 4.3: The knee exoskeleton is modeled as a spring with 10 kN/m
stiffness and a force of 5.1 N is exerted to the end effector of the robot along
x-direction. The position change at the end effector is observed as 0.519mm.
In order to verify the force rendering performance of the knee exoskeleton,
the robot is modeled as a linear spring with 10000 N/m stiffness along the
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x axis. Then, a force of 5.1 N is applied between 13-23 seconds along x
direction. As presented in Figure 4.3, under perfect impedance rendering
the end-effector of the exoskeleton is expected to shift 0.510 mm, while The
end-effector of the robot has shifted 0.519 mm, indicating a 1.87% error in
rendered force. Since the error in the rendered force is small, we can conclude
that the knee exoskeleton has a good force rendering performance even under
open-loop force control.
4.1.2 Human Subject Experiments
Human subjects experiments are carried out to measure the rotations and
translations of the knee joint on the sagittal plane. The knee exoskeleton
have been tested with three volunteers. All volunteers are male, with ages
between 23-29, and have a height between 175-185 cm. Since the experi-
ments are designed to show the useability and ergonomy of knee exoskeleton,
all volunteers are unimpaired with no history of knee problems. Volunteers
are attached to the knee exoskeleton using elastic strips. These strips not
only ensure an ergonomic attachment but also allow for small passive move-
ments along the axis the perpendicular to sagittal plane. The volunteers
completed flextion/extension movements of their knee while sitting. In the
trials, the speed of the movements were not imposed, since the coupling be-
tween knee joint translations and rotation are independent from the speed of
the movement.
Figure 4.4 presents measurements from the first volunteer. Measured
knee movements clearly show the translation of rotation axis during flex-
tion/extension movements. Note that the translations and rotation are cou-
pled but no simple correlation exist between these motions of the knee.
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Figure 4.4: Coupled translations and rotation of the knee of the first volun-
teer.
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Figure 4.5: Coupled translations and rotation of the knee of the second
volunteer.
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Figure 4.5 presents measurements from the second volunteer. Once again
translation of rotation axis during flextion/extension movements can be ob-
served from these measurements. However, the coupling between translations
and rotations have a much different characteristic than the coupling for the
first subject. Moreover, the magnitude of translations are also different.
Such differences are expected since the coupled motion of the knee depend
on the shape of articulated surfaces and ligament structure of the knee, and
is unique to each individual.
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Figure 4.6: Coupled translations and rotation of the knee of the third volun-
teer.
Figure 4.6 shows knee translation/rotation movements for the third vol-
unteer. As expected, the coupled knee movements of this volunteer are also
different from the other volunteers in both magnitude and translational path.
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4.2 Control of the Mobile Platform
This section details the controllers synthesized for holonomic mobile plat-
form. In particular, admittance control, series elastic actuation, passive ve-
locity field control and virtual tunnels are covered.
4.2.1 Admittance Control
To ensure back-driveability of the robot under the action of human interac-
tion forces at the robot end-effector, an admittance controller is synthesized
and implemented. Figure 4.7 presents the block diagram of the this con-
troller. In the figure, M denotes robot inertia matrix, while C is the Coriolis
matrix. J denotes the Jacobian matrix and Fint is physical interaction force
acting on the robot. q, q˙, q˙c and q¨ represent the actual position and velocity,
compensated velocity and actual acceleration of the DC motors, while x˙, x˙d
and x˙c denote actual, desired and compensated task space velocities of the
robot. ξq and ξf signify the noise acting on position q and force Fs measure-
ments. Kd is the desired impedance of the system, Ccom is the admittance
compensator, while D denotes the velocity controller block. u represents the
torques calculated by velocity controller and τ denotes net the torques acting
on the robot. Finally d is the disturbance acting on the system.
The admittance controller in Figure 4.7 inputs the desired velocities in
task space and feeds the error in the task space velocity to the desired
impedance of the robot. The resulting force is compared with the force
sensor measurements and the force error is fed to the pre-determined admit-
tance of the robot. The velocity level controller first combines the reference
velocity with the velocity of the admittance and determines the compensated
joint velocities. Then, compensated joint velocities are compared with actual
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the admittance controller
joint velocities and the error is regulated by a PI controller.
The admittance controller is implemented on both prototypes of the holo-
nomic platform. The controller allows the robot to operate in assistive and
resistive modes by simply changing the parameters of the admittance com-
pensator. To test the admittance controller, a virtual tunnel is implemented
by introducing virtual constraints at ±50mm from the x-axis, that is, defin-
ing forbidden regions in the task space of the mobile platform. The virtual
tunnel is a straight corridor with 100mm width and 800mm height. Fig-
ure 4.13 presents experimental results, where the path followed by the robot
is depicted along with the forces applied by the patient.
It can be observed from Figure 4.13 that the movement of the mobile
platform follows the interaction forces applied at the end-effector. Moreover,
whenever the patient reaches the boundary of the virtual tunnel, the con-
troller pushes the robot inside the tunnel, successfully implementing virtual
fixtures. Finally, the robot is highly back-driveable within the bandwidths of
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human user and can be easily directed with the application of small forces.
4.2.2 Series Elastic Actuation
In the literature, series elastic actuators have been controlled using various
control methods, ranging from PID control to impedance control techniques.
In [51], Pratt implemented a standard PID controller with feed-forward terms
that are introduced to compensate for the nonlinearities of the input signal.
In [70], Sensinger et. al. utilized impedance control for a SEA whose intrinsic
impedance is low. Similarly in [71], Pratt et. al. used an impedance controller
for a SEA and showed that voltage drive mode results in better performance
than torque drive mode. In [72], Wyeth showed that a position loop can be
placed inside the force control loop so that the motor can be treated as a
pure velocity source and the design of the outer control loop can be simplified.
In [73], Vallery et. al. used the control structure proposed by Wyeth, and
proposed conditions to ensure the passivity of the SEA. In particular, a PI
controller is used for the inner velocity loop while the outer loop is synthesized
utilizing the passivity analysis.
The SEA controller used for the holonomic mobile platform is synthesized
shown in Figure 4.8. In the cascaded structure of Figure 4.8, there is an inner
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Figure 4.8: Block diagram of the SEA controller
position control loop and an outer force control loop. The inner loop of the
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control structure deals with imperfections (friction, stiction, etc). In other
words, inner control loop turns system into an effective position source, [72].
On top of this control loop, a force controller is implemented.
4.2.3 Passive Velocity Field Controller
There exists several control techniques for path following tasks. Among the
available approaches, passive velocity field control (PVFC) is of particular
interest, since this method not only minimizes the contour error but also
does so by rendering the close loop system passive with respect to externally
applied forces. PVFC concept has been first proposed as a part of a smart ex-
ercise protocol in [74] and further analyzed in [75,76]. Later, PVFC has been
adapted to bilateral control [77, 78]. In [79], the controller has been further
extended to include shaping of the potential energy of the closed loop system
dynamics as well as its kinetic energy. Finally, in [80], a PVFC controller that
operates solely on joint positions has been proposed, alleviating the need for
velocity measurements. The PVFC controller used in the holonomic mobile
platform is an implementation of the controller proposed in [81, 82].
In PVFC, the task to be performed and speed of the task are decoupled
from each other. In particular, the task is embedded in a predefined veloc-
ity field while the speed depends on the instantaneous energy of the closed
loop system. For example, for human-in-the-loop contour following tasks, a
predefined velocity field encodes the path to be followed, while the initial
energy of the system and the work done by the human operator on the sys-
tem dictates the speed of motion. PVFC mimics the dynamics of a flywheel;
hence cannot generate energy, but can store and release energy supplied to
it. As a consequence, the controller renders the close-loop system passive
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with respect to externally applied forces. This is one of the unique features
of PVFC approach, as classical passivity-based robot control laws [83–85]
cannot guarantee passivity when external forces are considered as the input.
Passivity with respect to external forces is crucial in human-machine inter-
action, since it enhances safety by limiting the amount of energy that can be
released to the operator, especially in case of an unexpected system failure.
Given the dynamics of the manipulator as
M(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙)q˙ = τ + τe (25)
where M(q) ∈ Rn×n is the inertia matrix, C(q, q˙) ∈ Rn×n is the Coriolis
matrix, τ represents control forces, and potential forces are embedded in the
external force τe, PVFC renders the controlled manipulator as a dynamic
non-linear impedance that can store and release the energy supplied to it.
Thanks to this property, the control law guarantees passivity with respect to
the supply rate s(τe, q˙) = τe
T q˙, that is, it ensures passivity with respect to
external force inputs τe, implying
∫ t
0
τe
T q˙dτ ≥ −c2 (26)
where c is some real number.
In PVFC, the desired task and the speed of task execution are decoupled.
For instance, for a contour following task, the desired path is encoded into
the velocity field, so that for each location of the robot end-effector, a proper
reference trajectory can be calculated, while the controller ensures that the
velocity of the robotic manipulator converges to a scaled multiple of this
desired velocity in the absence of external forces: Formally, the controller
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guarantees that for any initial condition (q(0), q˙(0)), there exists a constant
ρ > 0 s.t.
lim
t→∞
q˙(t)− ρV(q(t)) = 0. (27)
when τe ≡ 0. Note that the parameter ρ dictates the speed of task execution
and can be positive or negative. The magnitude of ρ is governed by the
instantaneous energy of the system; hence, can be adjusted either by changing
the initial conditions of the system or through external forces doing (possibly
negative) work on the system. This implies, for contour following tasks, the
desired path can be traced forwards and backwards by simply changing the
sign of the gain, and at different speeds by tuning the instantaneous energy
of the system through controlled variables.
Coupling Control Law
Given an augmented velocity field, the skew-symmetric control law is calcu-
lated using two terms; the role of the first term τ¯c is analogous to feed-forward
dynamic compensation while the second term τ¯f forces the error dynamics to
converge. In particular,
τ¯(q¯, ˙¯q) = τ¯c(q¯, ˙¯q) + τ¯f(q¯, ˙¯q) (28)
with
τ¯c =
1
2E¯
(w¯P¯T − P¯w¯T)︸ ︷︷ ︸
skew symmetric
˙¯q (29)
τ¯f = γ (P¯p¯
T − p¯P¯T)︸ ︷︷ ︸
skew symmetric
˙¯q (30)
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where γ ∈ R in Eqn. (30) is a control gain, not necessarily positive, which
determines the convergence rate and the sense in which the desired velocity
field will be followed.
In Eqns. (29) and (30), p¯ denotes the momentum of the augmented sys-
tem, while P¯ is the desired momentum of the augmented system. The sym-
bol w¯ represents the inverse dynamics necessary to follow the desired velocity
field. Mathematically,
p¯(q¯, ˙¯q) = M¯(q¯) ˙¯q (31)
P¯(q¯) = M¯(q¯)V¯(q¯) (32)
w¯(q¯, ˙¯q) = M¯(q¯) ˙¯V(q¯) + C¯(q¯, ˙¯q)V¯(q¯) (33)
where the ith component of ˙¯V is calculated as
˙¯Vi(q¯) =
n+1∑
k=1
∂V¯i(q¯)
∂q¯k
˙¯qk. (34)
In [75], it has been proven that the skew symmetric control law coupled
with the skew symmetry property of the robotic manipulators renders the
closed-loop system passive with respect to external force inputs and regulates
the error dynamics to zero (exponentially) in the absence of external forces.
Moreover, it has been shown that the total energy in the system remains
constant (as long as no work is done on the system by external forces) and the
rate at which the parameterized trajectory progresses is determined by the
instantaneous energy of the system. The reader is referred to [75, 76, 86] for
stability proofs, robustness analysis and detailed convergence characteristics
of PVFC. Convergence of the controller to time varying velocity fields is
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further discussed in [79].
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Figure 4.9: Path tracking performance of the holonomic mobile platform in
x-direction under task-space passive velocity field control.
Simulation Results for Task-space Passive Velocity Field Control
of Holonomic Mobile Platform
Path tracking performance of the PVFC of the holonomic mobile platform
is tested in simulation. In particular, a PVFC is employed to track curved
path as depicted in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 present, the
path tracking performance of the holonomic mobile platform in x and y-
directions, respectively. The reference path and the actual robot path on the
x − y plane is also given in Figure 4.11. From the figures, one can observe
that the robot converges to the reference path slowly and naturally, unlike a
typical trajectory tracking controller.
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Figure 4.11: Path tracking performance of the holonomic mobile platform on
x-y plane under task-space passive velocity field control.
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4.2.4 Virtual Reality Integration of the Mobile Platform
Virtual tasks are modeled in VRML2.0 and controllers are integrated with
virtual simulations to support force-feedback rehabilitation therapies. Figure
4.12 presents a screen shot of a sample virtual reality game of a hold, rotate,
place and drop scenario, coupled to the holonomic platform. The game fea-
tures virtual tunnels and force fields within the virtual tunnels. Moreover,
feedback about the success of the actions, as well as the quality of the per-
formance are presented to the patient, to encourage participation and to
promote concentration.
Figure 4.12: Screen shot of a hold, rotate, place and drop game
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4.3 Experimental Characterization
In this section, experimental characterization results of the knee exoskeleton
and the holonomic mobile platform are presented.
4.3.1 Experimental Characterization of the Knee Exoskeleton
Table 4.1: Characterization Table for the 3-RRP Knee Exoskeleton
Criteria X Y Z
Inst. Peak Force 246.7 [N ] 213.5 [N ] 38.2 [Nm]
Max. Cont. Force 18.4 [N ] 16 [N ] 2.85 [Nm]
End-Eff. Resol. 0.058 [mm] 0.100 [mm] 0.0031 [rad]
Reach. Worksp. -60 to 60 [mm] -60 to 60 [mm] ∞ [rad]
Virt. Wall Rend. 50 [kN/m] 42 [kN/m] 1 [kNm/rad]
Back-driveability 3 [N ] 3 [N ] 0.25 [Nm]
Table 4.1 presents the experimental characterization results of the 3-RRP
knee robot. Instantaneous peak and continuous end-effector forces along x
and y directions are determined as 246.7N and 18.4N, respectively. Similarly,
instantaneous peak and continuous end-effector forces along the rotational
axis are found as 38.2 Nm and 2.85Nm, respectively. These force values
have also been experimentally verified at critical points of the prescribed
workspace. The end-effector resolutions are calculated to be 0.3252 mm
along x, 0.5633 mm along y directions and 0.0031 rad on the rotational
direction. The workspace of the robot spans a range from −60 mm to 60
mm along x and y directions, while the robot is capable of performing infinite
rotations about the perpendicular axis. The stability limits due to the digital
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implementation of the virtual wall rendering without damping are observed
as 50 kN/m along x direction, 42 kN/m along y direction and 1000 kN/rad
on the rotational axis. Finally the characterization results verify that robot
is highly back-driveable and it can be moved with a 3 N force along x and
y directions. As a result of being back-driveable, the exoskeleton can ensure
safety even under power loss.
4.3.2 Experimental Characterization of the Mobile Platform
Table 4.2: Characterization Table for the Holonomic Mobile Platform with
Multi-Axis Force/Torque Sensor
Criteria X Y Z
Inst. Peak Force 1.246 [kN ] 1.246 [kN ] 25.46 [Nm]
Max. Cont. Force 93 [N ] 93 [N ] 1.9 [Nm]
End-Eff. Resol. 7× 10−4 [mm] 7× 10−4 [mm] 1.7× 10−4 [deg]
Reach. Worksp. ∞ [mm] ∞ [mm] ∞ [deg]
Max. Vel. 1 [m/s] 1 [m/s] 258 [deg/s]
Robot Mass 5 kg
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 list the experimental characterization results of the
two different prototypes of the holonomic mobile platform. For the design
utilizing multi-axis force/torque sensor, instantaneous peak and continuous
end-effector forces along x and y directions are determined as 1.246 kN and
93 N, respectively. Similarly, instantaneous peak and continuous end-effector
forces along the rotational axis are found as 25.46 Nm and 1.9Nm, respec-
tively. Note that peak forces during physical use are likely to be limited by
the wheel slip. The end-effector resolutions are calculated to be 7 × 10−4
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mm along x and y directions and 1.7× 10−4 deg on the rotational direction,
thanks to 15 bits resolution optical encoders. However, once again the wheel
slip will limit the localization performance. The workspace of the robot is
infinite since the robot is mobile. The task space velocity of the robot is
experimentally verified as 1000 mm/s along x and y directions and 4.5 rad/s
about its axis of rotation. The mass of the robot is measured as 5 kg. For the
Table 4.3: Characterization Table for the Holonomic Platform with Series
Elastic Actuation
Criteria X Y Z
Inst. Peak Force 1.246 [kN ] 1.246 [kN ] 33.50 [Nm]
Max. Cont. Force 93 [N ] 93 [N ] 2.5 [Nm]
End-Eff. Resol. 7× 10−4 [mm] 7× 10−4 [mm] 1.7× 10−4 [deg]
Reach. Worksp. ∞ [mm] ∞ [mm] ∞ [rad]
Max. Vel. 1.1 [m/s] 1.1 [mm/s] 4.6 [rad/s]
Robot Mass 4.2 kg
holonomic mobile platform with series elastic actuation, the instantaneous
peak and maximum continuous forces along x and y axis and end-effector
resolutions do not differ from the first prototype, since the wheel radius and
transmission ratio are kept constant. On the other hand, the torques that
can be applied at the end-effector are increased due to the change in the
robot dimensions. The speed of holonomic mobile platform with series elas-
tic actuation is experimentally determined to be 1100 mm/s along x and y
directions and 4.6 rad/s about the axis of rotation. The mass of the robot is
measured as 4.2 kg.
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Chapter V
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this section we review the design of both rehabilitation robots and discuss
future works.
5.1 The Knee Exoskeleton
We have introduced a novel knee exoskeleton for robot-assisted rehabilita-
tion that accommodates transitional movements of the knee joint along with
its rotation. We have shown the effectiveness and applicability of the de-
vice by building its prototype and testing its performance under open-loop
impedance control. We have also experimental characterized the limits of
performance for the device. The results indicate that 3-RRP planar parallel
robot is adjustable as claimed and is a good candidate to assist performing
knee rehabilitation exercises.
Since the current prototype is implemented only as a proof of concept,
the mechanism dimensions are not optimized to minimize the footprint of the
robot or to achieve optimal performance. The design of the robot permits
volume and footprint reductions at a cost of smaller workspace area. As a
part of the future work, the optimal dimensional synthesis of the robot will
be performed to comply with the range of motion of the human knee joint
and the footprint of the mechanism will be significantly decreased. In the
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second prototype of the exoskeleton, disks with thinner profiles will be em-
ployed with lower itch timing belts and higher continuous torques will be sus-
tained through use of higher transmission ratios without significantly degrad-
ing back-driveability of the device. In addition to the design improvements,
extensive human experiments with health volunteers will be conducted to
test usability and characterize ergonomy of the device.
5.2 Holonomic Mobile Platform
We have developed a 3-DoF, end-effector type, portable, holonomic mobile
haptic interface to deliver home based rehabilitation therapies and to admin-
ister range of motion/strength exercises for the upper extremity. The device
can also be employed to measure patient performance. We have implemented
a prototype of the mechanism with series elastic actuation and integrated
with virtual reality simulations and can provide assistive/ressistive forces to
the patient through virtual tunnels designed around nominal task trajecto-
ries. We have also synthesized passive velocity field controllers to ensure
inherently safe, coordinated and synchronized reaching exercises. Feasibility
tests and initial usability studies have been conducted and the efficacy of the
device on assisting movements of the arm has been shown. Experience with
the device indicates that the device is ergonomic and easy to use.
Future works include studies with stroke patients to test the therapeutic
efficacy of the device.
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